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Students were given a break from classes this week when a snow
~torm forced the university to cancel classes after 1:35 p.m. on Monday.
Students awoke to a snow blanketed campus Tuesday, but also found
themselves having to dig out their cars and walk through slushy walkways.
Classes resumed at 10 am. on Tuesday.
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Fr. Kelley appointee to raise awareness of Fairfield's Jesuit identity
PRESS RELEASE
In an effort to integrate Fairfield's
Catholic and Jesuit mission more
broadly into the life of the University,
Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley, S.J. has appointed the Rev. James M. Bowler, S.J.
to a newly created position, University
Facilitator for Catholic and Jesuit Mission and Identity. A recommendation
that grew out of the deliberations of one
of the subcommittees of the current academic long range planning process, the
posmon otters a central resource to
people in all divisions desiring to
ground their work in the basic vision
and history of the Jesuit educational
tradition.
Fr. Bowler, who will report to Fr.
Kelley, will assume his new responsibilities immediately.
"Since the present and future success of Fairfield University depends in
part on its Catholic and Jesuit identity, it
is our responsibility to shape the ways
these traditions will be articulated and
lived out on this campus in the coming
years," said Fr. Kelley. "Fr. Bowler, who
is known for the quality of his listening
skills, brings a fascinating mix of experience and credentials to the position, and
will help create a climate that promotes
and supports the leadership of others faculty, staff, and administrators - in this
articulation and living out of Fairfield's
founding values ."
In seeking to preserve and
strengthen Fairfield's defining characteristics, Fr. Bowler will help raise to conscious awareness a mission which, for
450 years, has sought: 1) to integrate the
intellectual and spiritual, and 2) to instill an awareness that academic achieve-

The

ment brings with it a responsibility to
serve. In the Jesuit tradition. that desire
is born of an academic rigor that includes
embracing difference, incorporating the
best of"the new," examining social systems critically. and becoming directly involved with those who are underprivileged and underserved.
The multi-faceted approach Fr.
Bowler expects to take will add some
new initiatives to Fairfield's reflections
on its identity, and bring others into
greater relief. He hopes to establish faculty-led colloquia on relevant topics;
provide opportunities for professional
staff to share with one another the spiritual meaning they find in their work; create a climate for faculty to do the same;
work with and foster communication
among those engaged in service-learning across the curriculum; and continue
making available ongoing opportunities
for Ignatian retreats and individual spiritual direction.
"I see the function," says Fr. Bowler,
"as one of bringing out what already exists - the basic goodness of people, an
innate sense of the sacredness of all the
earth, and the awareness that through
service to others our own spirit and sensitivities are also enriched and expanded.
Clearly, as the history of Jesuit education amply illustrates, one does not have
to be Jesuit or Catholic to identify with
the basic principles upon which St.
Ignatius of Loyola built a time-honored
educational tradition."
Additionally, Fr. Bowler will serve
as a resource to the president, vice presidents, and trustees regarding Fairfield's
Catholic and Jesuit mission and identity.
He intends to draw on the advice of the
.
members of the academic long range
planning subcommittee, chaired by as-

·

sociate professor of religious studies, Dr.
Elizabeth Dreyer, which drafted the recommendation for his position. _
Fr. Bowler earned his BA at St.
John's Seminary, an MA from Boston

College. a Ph.L. and M.Div. from
Weston School of Theology, and did
doctoral studies in education at Boston
University. He subsequently studied at
Harvard Divinity School under James
Fowler, is certified in clinical pastoral
education, and attended three extended
institutes at the C.J. Jung Institute in
Zurich.
Professionally, he taught at Fairfield Prep from 1967 to 1969, and returned eight years later as the school's
headmaster. In between, he worked for
the Massachusetts Department of Education and as Director of Planning and
Secondary Education for the Jesuits'
New England Province. For the past
twenty years, he has -focused his ministry on spiritual direction as director
of the Campion Renewal Center, executive director of the National Jesuit Retreat and Renewal Ministries, as a fellow at Emory University's Center for
Research in Faith and Moral Development, and as a staff member at the
Guelph Center of Spirituality in
Ontario, where he was responsible for
training and supervising spiritual directors in the Ignatian tradition.
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by Kevin Lardner
January 30
2:30a.m.- Criminal Trespass Warnings were issued to three non-students
resulting from narcotics possession. One student has been referred to Judicial.
February 2
3:35a.m.- A male resident was assaulted by another male resident. Both
students were transported to the Health Center. The case has been referred to Judicial.
10:02 p.m. -A narcotics violation in a residence hall resulted in five CTWs to
non-: students. Three students have been referred to Judicial.

February 3
1:55 a.m. - Three non-students were issued CTWs for disorderly conduct
and escorted off campus.
3:01 a.m. -A male non-student was issued a CTW for disorderly conduct.
8:32a.m.- Vandalism was reported in the men's bathroom on Jogues 4.
Ten sinks were ripped off the walls. Anyone with information is asked to call
Security at extension 4090.

February 4
2:43 a.m. -A male non-student was arrested for violation of a CTW issued
on the previous day and narcotics.
4:30a.m.- A female student reported a male student for disorderly conduct.
The case has been referred to Judicial.
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Senate President resigns, passes torch to VP Arna'nda Be.t z
said Amanda Betz.
At an emotional senate meeting on
Sunday, Houlihan officially resigned as
senate president. "Thank you guys
Needing more time to pursue an in- [senators] for being amazing," she said
ternship in New York City, Molly in her resignation speech. "We've acHoulihan '01 has resigned from the po- complished so much in the past year."
sition of FUSA senate president.
Houlihan is credited with bringing
Houlihan passed the leadership po- senate back to where it should be, afsition to Vice President Amanda Betz, ter a tumultuous year last year. "I am
who promised to continue to run senate extremely proud of the accomplish' ments we've made," said Houlihan of
the Senate.
This past year the senate, under the
leadership of Houlihan, planned many
events for students, as well as formed a
committee, headed by Betz and Senator
Ken Dunaj, that wrote a new FUSA
constitution.
Houlihan also thanked FUSA President Kevin Hayes and Student Court
Chief Justice Tim Healy for supporting
her throughout her career on senate. "It's
best friends made in Senate," she said
of the trio. · "I thank you both from the
bottom of my heart."
Both Hayes and Healy expressed
their mixed emotions of Houlihan resigning. "I am swearing one friend off
and another one in," Healy said while
swearing Betz in as president. "I
as wholeheartedly as Houlihan did.
wouldn't feel more comfortable in leavIn April, the student body will vote ing the position with Amanda. She is a
on a new senate president under the po- rising star," said Hayes. "We're going
sition of vice president of senate. Stu- to miss Molly."
dents will also vote for FUSA presiBetz said she is looking forward to
dent and vice president of program- assuming the role as senate president and
ming.
more leadership power. "I'm really ex"It is sad to see Molly go, especially cited to have the opportunity to lead Senbecause she has done so much for us," ate," she said. With many other accomBy Alii Moonan
STAFF WRITER

Former student busted
for child pornography
By Kelly DiMario
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
A former Fairfield University student pleaded guilty to holding more than
100 images of child pornography on a
computer he had while he attended the
school, according to Doug Whiting, associate vice president for public relations
at Fairfield University.
David Hoppel, 22, of South Hampton, Pa., admitted to receiving the images between the spring of 1999 and
Nov., 1999. He faces up to five years in
prison and fines of up to $250,000 when
U.S. District Judge Janet BondArterton
sentences him on April 17.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Brian E.
Spears said Fairfield University officials
were performing routine maintenance on
the school's computer network in the
spring of 1999 when ·they encountered
pictures of child pornography that were
being stored in Hoppel's account. The
university officials reported the incident
to the Fairfield police who issued a warrant to seize Hoppel's web account.
Agents from the U.S. Customs Service seized Hoppel's computer and his
subsequent web accounts on Nov 19.
1999. Spears said the hard drive was
discovered to contain more than 100 pornographic images, most of them including children engaging in sexual acts with
adults. One of the pictur~ exhibited a

number of adult males gang-raping aminor on a playground.
The jnvestigation proved that
Hoppel olJtained the pictures through an
Internet relay chat. He then organized
them into files titled, "pre-teen," "teen"
and "rape." Spears said Hoppel also operated a server that allowed people to access his files via the Internet.
"This is really disgusting," said
Fairfield University Junior Vanessa
Poulus "You're never safe from this
stuff. You think you're in a safe environment when you're really surrounded
by sickos. If we had a sicko walking the
paths of Fairfield's sheltered environment, I can't imagine how many sickos
there really are out there."
In December of 1999, following
the federal investigation by the U.S.
government, Fairfield University also
decided to take disciplinary action
against Hoppel.
A first semester senior at the time,
he was expelled from the school. He did
not return to Fairfield, but he received
his undergraduate degree from the university in the fall of 2000 by taking
classes that were transferable to Fairfield
at another college, according to Whiting.
"Since this guy was trading the pictures on the Internet, obviously· a lot of
other people are on the other end of that,..
said junior Megan Campbell. "It's all
over the place. It boggles my mind."

plishments under her belt, such as coauthoring the new FUSA constitution,
she feels she can accept the leadership
position with confidence. "I am happy
to be passing it [the senate presidency]
to such an accomplished woman," said
Houlihan of Betz.
In addition to the senate acquiring
a new president, Adam Sheehy '02 was
signed in as vice president, filling Betz's
vacancy. Casey Butterly '03 assumed
the role as secretary, filling Sheehy's va-

caney.
"I've been blown away by what a
great job she's [Houlihan] done," said
Hayes. "It's been great having your second in command as your best friend."
Although Houlihan has stepped
down, she said she would still be assisting in upcoming FUSA projects.
"The student body is starting to become aware of the power of senate," said
Houlihan. "I'm assured that it will be
continued under President Betz."

Issues addressed at this week's Senate meeting:
k After a concert-less fall semester. Fairfield University students may
finL.tlly be getting what they wL.tnt- a spring concert with a popuiL.tr band.

*

FUSA unanimously approved a budget that will allow Ben Harper to
perform at Alumni Hall. if he accepts their hid. adding to the festivities
of May Day on Saturday. April 28. If Ben Harper accepts. tickets would
be $15 for students and S25 for non-students.

*

The FUSA Senate wmnimously passed an amendment to the constitution. FUSA President Kevin HL.tyes sponsored a bill that added a section clearly stating the name of the organization. It will read as follows:

hThe official organization representing all full-time,
undergraduate students of Fairfield University
shall be known as the Fairfield University Student Association, hereafter referred to as FUSA."
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Job fair attracts top companies to campus
By Susan Keane
ASST. CAMPUS LIFE WRITER
In its efforts to assist Fairfield University students in seeking employment
after graduation , the Career Planning
Center held its annual job fair on Thursday, Feb. 1, 2001 in Alumni Hall.
Over 100 companies and organizations sent recruiters to the fair, offering
students job opportunities in both fulltime and internship positions.
One such recruiter was Katiuska
Guzman, who represented Arthur Ander<;nn. :1n :ICC[)u nt ing firm th at ha s made
many recruiting visits to Fairfield seeking students from a variety of majors and
backgrounds.
"We come to Fairfield for a variety
of reasons, first being that we love the
students. Another draw for us to this
university is the fact that one of our
CEOs is a Fairfield Alumni. We are
proud to hire students from here," she
said. "We have noticed that over the
years the people on our work team from
Fairfield University perform to a higher
level."
"They really are impressed with
Fairfield students, the values and skills
you have and the education you are receiving here," said Michael Dalton, director of the CPC.
"For the career fair this year and last
year, we have had to turn away anumber employers because of space limitations. The school has a very good repuI
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tation and every year it gets even better," he said.
"I think that it gives students a good
chance to make some connections for the
future," said Sean McCoy '02, who attended the career fair. "There are many
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top name companies here, and getting
the opportunity to work for one of them
after college would be ideal," he said.
"By attending the career fair, students will receive a great deal of valuable information about the variety of opportunities available to them for both
internships and full time positions. Also,
you can make valuable contacts with
our alumni. You can. get their advice and
suggestions on some career questions
you may have. Our alums are fantastic ... always willing to help," Dalton
added.
Hosting the job fair is just one of
many things that the CPC does for students who are interested in finding a job,

attending graduate school, or interested
in service work.
The CPC offers programs throughout the year that assist students in writing resumes and undergoing training to
prepare for a job interview. Also available to students is access to the Career
Resources library, which is complete
with job listings updated weekly.
"In order for it to be a success, students need to continue to prepare for their
interviews and attend employer presentations," said Dalton.
Among other organizations represented were Bayer Pharmaceuticals and
Starr Financial Group. The Navy also
sent recruiters.
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HELP WANTED: Marketing & promotional agency seeks well-spoken,
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Leading Executive Search Firm, specializing in Finance and Accounting,
seeks a detail oriented, computer proficient, part-time person to assist in the
areas of internet research, database management, special projects as well to
aid in specific project teams, supporting the companies most strategic
agendas. If you have strong interpersonal skills, an energetic disposition, and
self-driven attitude, we would like to speak with you. Flexible work schedule. Please fax resume to Lisa: (203)961-7001, or email recruit@rmginc.net
Stamford based executive search firm is seeking an entry-level recruiter
who will work to staff fmance and accounting positions for our Fortune 500
client base. We are looking for a dynamic and motivated individual with
strong communication skills. Any experience in the business field or sales a
plus. Ideal candidate will first be creative, intelligent, and tenacious. Inquiries can be made by fax (203) 961-7001 or emailll@rmginc.net
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NEWS
We be jammin'

Clam Jam is still on for this spring but under the strict supervision of the past few years
By Frank Waskkuch

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
In the ongoing skirmish between
resident undergrads and year-round
residents of Fairfield Beach, Fairfield
students may have finally won a small
battle against their elder neighbors in
at least one sense: There will be a Clam
Jam at Lantern Point this year.
Many students had begun toquestion whether or not the annual Fairlield
tradition would take place in its familiar form because of continuing town/
gown tensions , new stipulations for
breaking the university's code of conduct, and the community and media
uproar over this past September's
Luau.
However, both the university and
the Town of Fairfield have· no intentions of canceling the eVent or seeing
that it is run in a more restrictive fashion. "Clam Jam is absolutely going to
go on," said Fairfield University Student Association President Kevin
Hayes. "I've talked to the first selectman, and he said that he has no plans
of stopping it from happening. There's
Jb::.ulutd.> L.eru ~ han~e it '::; going to be
canceled."
Recent controversy over Clam Jam
actually began in 1996 when the event
was not yet controlled by either FUSA
or the university. Five years ago, colored wristbands and other techniques

for bridling underage
drinking and curbing a
deluge of attendees
were not yet used for
the day's festivities.
Similarly to this year's
Luau. the university
community and the
event came under fire
from
surrounding
neighbors and regional
media organizations.
In the following
years, the university and
FUSA then undertook
the distribution of wristbands for university students and their guests,
created a centralized
area serving alcohol students of legal age and
implemented limitations
on the number of guests
allowed to each student.
Proceeds from the
Photo: Mirror archives
wristband sale have been
Clam Jam has seen many changes since this photo in 1997 making it a tamer party than it once was.
used to alleviate the cost
of police overtime for the regulation of knows that even if it didn't recognize annual Fairfield
tradition. "Clam Jam is going to happen,
Clam Jam, once a heated concern Clam Jam, it would go on anyway."
amongst the town community.
The components for this year's Clam the new sanctions don't affect something
"I think it's ·only justified that Jam will remain almost entirely the same, like this," said Fairfield senior and RTM
they're letting us have Clam Jam, espe- with a few minor changes, according to Representative Tim Healy.
"The template for Clam Jam was
cially with the way it's been controlled Hayes.
over the past few years," said junior
Students, therefore, have no need to laid four years ago and there hasn't been
Andrew Mumf~rd. "Most schools have worry about losing what many consider any real reason to change it much this
some kind of Spring Weekend and it to be the most popular and celebrated year."

Ask the Question Marquis
Q: Dear Question Marquis: My gir{{riend seems distant lately. And I can't get her to take o.O· her sunglasses. I wonder (l
she's seeing someone else. What should I say to her? - Paul in Dallas
A: Ah. rnon ami. r think 1can help you with this. Your female is probably feeling that you spend more time with the library
than with her delicate, sensuous frame. (I am making the assumptions about her, but tor your sake, I hope that I am right,
you know'?) But you are having many of the research papers, correct? So you have two options to send you on the path
toward a satisfactory Joving scenario.

~~~v#'~~Ask the Question i\rfarquis is
a sporadically produced
advice column. because proper
loving takes time. It is to be

Option I. When you are writing the research papers, you can save time by going to questia.com. Listen. this is
brand new. You can skip all of the tedious working, because the full text of the books and journal articles is all online. Search
for the keywords, highlight the text. Also, you are not going to believe this, but if you want to quote something, you just
click a button and Questia puts it in your paper, footnotes it, and formats the bibliography automaJically. And right now
you can get two days* of Questia free. So try it. When your girlfriend sees how much better your papers become and how
much more time you have for her, she will be looking at you with her naked eyes that seem to say, "Hallo. (like you. Much,
much more than I like pare de fois gras:' or whatever it is these girls like now.
Option 2. You can chaJienge her to a duel.
Also, what are sunglasses?

''JJ is lhe joke ofan imbecile who longs to have my knowledge and looks.

Challenge the pig to a duel."

read with a silly French accent.
The views of the Question

Q: Dear Question Marquis: My friend sent me this photo. I don't get it. Is it a joke, or is il some deeper commentary
on the effect oftechnology on culture? - Cosmo in Grand Rapids

J.Yarquis are his alone and are

A: It is the joke of an imbecile wh9 longs to have my knowledge and looks. Challenge the pig to a duel.

in no way to be construed as

Q: Dear Question Marquis: How come you know about computers and dot.coms, but you've ne~·er heard of
sunglasses?- Michelle in Boston

representative of his sponsor,

A: Oh, sunglasses. Of course I know sunglasses. I thought you said "St. Molasses:' I am not familiar with that one. The
patron saint of sorghum? What'?
-

Questia, you American pigs.

www.questia.com

•Fn!t otT,,. e~pi. ~ and is limimd to f~-cime $11b6cri~- ltiernet ;~eeess and accepur...-e of oolin<
Sub:ribef Alln!tl1ltlllrcquiMI. Se¢www.quesliJ.I!Ilm l«detiils. ~ :!001 QucsliJ M;,'llia, lnc.Quesi.ia.
tbc ~tia lop)~. ":Bdtrr Papc:n. F'*t':'.lhe Qucsrion Millquis.111e ~ M3Rplis s.gb(Ure.
illld ll~e Quc,;tiOII Marquis qu~tia. matlc symbol a~ service marks or Quntia Media, In<:.
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. Solve your problem by becoming
a member at
fairfieldmirror .com

Start contributing to forums,
polls, chats an4 voicing your .
opinions on pieces created
by our writers. ,
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The cost ofio·v e
What to do when your strapped for cash on Valentine's Day
BY SUSAN KEANE
ASSIST. CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

As another Valentine's Day
approaches, you realize that you are a
broke college student who can't afford
to profess your affection in a manner in
which your significant other would
appreciate. What can you do?
Here are some Valentine's Day ideas
that won't break the bank, yet will
impress your date.
*Look back to Tradition:
Back in the year 270, Emperor
Claudius of Rome decided that married
men made poor soldiers, so he forbade
marriage within the kingdom.
This caused
many couples to
seek out people
who
would
perform
a
marriage
service in secret.
Among these
secret ministers
was a man
n a m e d
Valentine.
Eventually Valentine was discovered,
thrown into prison and sentenced to
death.
While in jail awaiting death,
Valentine fell in love with the jailer's
blind daughter. On the day Valentine
was to be killed, he sent a handwritten
message to his lover in which he signed
it "With love, from your Valentine."
Since then, it has become a
Valentines Day tradition to send your
lover a handwritten declaration of love.

Sending
someone a
sim~le, handwritten note
means a lot. It
is
more
personal than
any greeting
card or Blue
Mountain email (although
those are good
too).
But
nothing can
take the place
of
seeing
those three
special words
in writing.

*Make
A
Memory
Mix:
Wheth-er
you have been
going out for
one month or
one year, I am
sure that there
are songs that
make
you
think of each
other,
and
recording
those songs on
a tape or CD
will give you a
soundtrack of
memories.
Can't think
of enough songs? Think of songs that you
hear in the car together, songs that you
have danced together to at a club or

ADAM AND EVE:

\\-\( ftRST VALENTiNES DAY

Pr'!Yi~ mantis Sinjler J;>c;~~s.
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soundtracks from movies that you have
seen together and add them to your mix.
This is a good idea because it will
impress your date by showing him or her
all the memories that you two have, and
it is also very personal. It is also a good
thing to have for anniversaries and other
momentous occasions.
*Go To The Heart Through The
Stomach:
Baking Valentine's Day cookies are
almost a surefire way to please your date.
Even if you are like me and can't cook,
run to the supermarket and buy the
ready-made sugar cookies that only
require slicing and baking.
Then to be really personal, decorate
each cookie with icing and candy.
Conversation hearts, sprinkles and
cinnamon hearts make great cookie
toppers.
*Rent A Movie And Let Your Date
Pick It Out:
I don't know about other couples, but
my boyfriend and I have completely
different tastes in movies. He likes action

movies with violence and blood; I like
comedies, movie classics and romantic
movies.
There are very few movies we see
that we can both agree on. I can attest
for most girls when I say, let us pick the
movie; there are very few sweeter
gestures.
*Send a Care Package:
Does your boyfriend or girlfriend go
to school far away? If so, send him or
her a care
package filled
with goodies.
This package
could include
some of the
above gift ideas
and more stuff
like
their
favorite candy
and snacks.
*Flowers,
Flowers and Flowers:
Flowers can be expensive, especially
if you fancy the idea of surprising your
date with a dozen roses, but you can
express your feelings by exploring other
flower options.
Tulips are beautiful flowers that
come in red and are generally less
expensive than roses. Also think of other
flowers like lilies, carnations and daisies,
which can live longer than roses. What
girl does not like getting flowers?
Valentine's Day can be an expensive
holiday, but it doesn't have to be. Just
spending time together can be enough
to make you appreciate each other, and
that should be what the holiday is all
about.

• ••••••••••••••••

''Tis better to
· have loved
and lost,
than never
to have
loved at alL ''
.-Samuel Butler

••
••
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F.U. on Valentine's Day
Being
single

Gille oak
w w w.

o if

significant
other, and those
of you who do,
do you really
think collegeaged-kids know
anything abo.ut
romance?
February
14th, for most
of us, is just
another day for
· us to feel sorry
for ourselves.
Of course, I
would love to
have someone
whisper sweet
nothings in my
ear and pamper
me to my
heart's content.
I dream all of
the time about
my
Prince
Charming
sweeping me
off my feet and
living happily

by Mark Parisi

them ark. com
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Valentine's
Day
By Alii Moonan
STAFF WRITER

Sweet smelling roses. Big heart
shaped boxes filled with chocolate.
Candle lit dinners.
Gi\-c me

..t brca~. Valentine·~

Day

i~

for sappy romantics who live vicariously
through stupid fairy-tale romances.
News flash: things like that do not
happen in
the
real
world.
Valentme's
Day is not
anything to
get excited
about. The
majority of
us do not
even have a

WANTED:
Prince Charmin9?

ever after.
But, then I wake up and realize I go
to Fairfield, home of the scum. Home to
boys who only care about one night flings
and would never even think about being
nice to a girl -it would ruin their precious
"cool guy on campus" reputation.
I've been at Fairfield for three years
and have yet to find a guy who makes
my heart skip a beat. Of course, there
are boys here who make you think they
care about you, and when they get sick
of you, they dump you like a hot potato.
That's just the way it is here at good
ol' Fairfield. If you are looking for a
sweet, caring guy, do not even bother
looking here. You will come up a day
late and a dollar short.
Don't get me wrong, not all guys at ·
Fairfield are like this. I'm sure there are
plenty of nice guys at this school; 1 just
haven't met any yet.
All in all, Valentine's Day should not
be recognized as a national holiday. It
makes all of us low-lifes without anyone
feel insignificant and unworthy of
anyone's attention.
My advice for those single girls out
there is this: go out with your other single
friends, get a
li!tle silly, and
bash those
Jove-sick
romantics
who believe
Valentine's
Day
is
something
w o r t h
celebrating.

Dolan:·dissed & dismissed
By Stephanie Sierzputowski
ASSIST. CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR

If you're a freshman
or a sophomore, then
you've probably noticed
that the Barone Cafeteria
is suddenly overflowing
with studc::ms eager for a
meal.
As of January 2001,
the new hours of
operation for the Dolan
Cafeteria have been
changed from 11 am until
2 pm, Monday through
Thursday, due to the
minimal amount of
students who ate at Dolan
last semester.
This allows the
juniors and seniors to eat
in Barone almost all the
time, like they had in
prevwus years.
Why all the
confusion?
Why weren't the
upperclassmen eating in Barone from the
very start, like they always had?
.. Due LU the number of students that
we have had to serve this year,
arrangements had to be made to
accommodate all of them," says Jennifer

business to stay open. This is the reason
for the crowds that we are all now
experiencing at Barone.
"I would say that we serve about
2,500 meals per day at Barone,"
estimates Belcher.
To the credit of Fairfield University,
the cafeteria has extended their hours of
operation to accommodate more
students. The new hours, Monday
through Thursday, are from 7:30 a.m.
until8 p.m., Friday 7:30a.m.- 6:30p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m.-6:30p.m., and Sunday
10 a.m.-7 p.m.
"I like the new hours, because I have
late classes and it gives me time to get
to dinner after class," says Kerry
Winterson '04.

juniors and seniors head
back to Barone for dinner

Write for
Campus

Life
Long lines await more than just the freshmen at Barone.
Belcher, manager of Sodexho Food
Services.
And that is the reason that, last
semester, the juniors and seniors were
sent up to Dolan for meals. There are a

.Call
Maria at
X6600

PHOTO: Amy Womack

lot less upperclassmen that purchase
meal plans because of the large amount
of students who live off-campus.
It seems, however, that the Dolan
Cafeteria was barely doing enough
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Cheers
to Diana's 22nd ... to Shaft ... to
Lj.fetime movies ... to lighting the
candle ... to pregnant Sally ... to
Da'Mall...to snow... to no train fire
this time ... to days off... to EB, thanks
for Sat. night...to 3rd and 4th floor
beirut tournament... to getting away
with the beirut tournament...to the
dance party at the Last Call...to
Julie's "special" impressions ... to 7ll ... to Domino's for being open on
Sunday night ... to Sopranos reruns ... to Sunday night fun ... to
classes being cancelled ... to playing
in the snow... to RV for trying to steal
the loaf of bread ... to white t-shirts
on rainy days ... to Cheech and
Chong ... to Monopoly... to Beat Bang
Marry... to pink spandex ... to taking
the skin boat to tuna town ... to the
sunning on the roof... to lemons ... to
0 and A. .. to pieces ... to Road Tripgreat movie ... to mitre bird (caw, cacaw) ... to the Giants, hahaha ... to
Conway's Auto Repair... to nuns ... to
donuts ... to napalm ... to California
oranges ... to the bubbler ... to
syrup ... to Gelber's Gold Bond... to 711 nachos and hot dogs ... to
geckos ... to tight leopard pants ... to XMen ... to your roommate going home
for the weekend ... to the flying pink
helmet...to the guitar in the youknow-where ... to blond girls from
Milwaukee ... to Corello, Mel,

LIFE~~~

Tennessee and Gelber for digging out
our car... to the special Valentine ... to
Alli 's well.com... to late night fun at
The Mirror ... to our secret fun ... to the
Nicole Kidman and Tom Cruise breakup ... to New Kids on the Block. .. to
pee-colored gatorade ... to the impact
of a flying snow-ball ... to big ones ...
to sisters ... to finally getting your
'Nappy' ... to gettin' out of here ... to
the really hot boy on my right with the
visor... to my hot white neon ... to really
strong Eclipse gum- yummy... to the
hot Village Bagel guy... to Belhaven
... to people who love to love to love
you ... to continuity... to having tons of
Cheers & Boos this week ... to
Tennesse's bumble bee blanket and
unitard snow suit ... to the flying
dutchmen ... to playing "Slush &
Lushes" on snow days ... to Lori's
awesome baked ziti ... to 7-11 and their
weird coffee thing ... to people finally
starting to hate boy bands ... to
galoshes - yeah I have them ... to going
to get food in a hot minute ... to kara's
birthday ... to the NIBCO ... to the
blarney stone breakfast... to the
shifter ... to the dealer. .. to snow
storms ... to T-Dog's HAMMER ... to
Mulinos ... to the pot ... to the quote
board ... to Peppermill and an
movie ... to Cub Condo ... to Jackson B.
Champion ... to
Survivor. .. to
johnnies ... to portable breathalizers ... to
finding Julio ... to Animal Planet. .. to
Tribeca Grand Hotel...to a bagel and
then breakfast ... to more bagels ... to
"can I just kiss you?" ... to the DR ... to
qualifying to give a smear. .. to
PRBedroomeyes ... to the duvet...to
living in a brothel... to goodnight you
princesses ofFairfield, Queens ofthe
beach ... to "shhh ... she's gotta get up in
45 minutes" ... to getting tickets ... to
Peter Pan ... to maintenance ... to Teri's
Tool
Time ... to
the
New

Boos
... to KE, saran wrap and baked
goods ... to not having a date on
Valentine's Day ... to Sports' Page
freshmen ... to Freddie Prinze Jr... to
layout on a snow day... to snow... to
Fairfield Police ... to the lack of
plowing for the Dolan people ... to
Liz's reprimands ... to boys who throw
shaving cream ... to undercover
lunchworkers ... to dialing drunk (you
know who you are) ... to loser guys
dancing on tables ... to the Traffic
Barren ... to hypocritical RA's ... to the
bald ticket master... to $30,000 a_year
and $20 parking tickets every day... to
Mel going off the deep end ... to
lingering knee injuries ... to pink
spandex ... to
the
XFL ... to
Napoleon ... to silver dollars ... to
plumber's crack ... to flat tires ... to rear
wheel drive ... to Trantum's splat...to
stretchmarks ... to Kraft's potato
sack... to the small headed man with
big biceps ... to knuckle grinding
cavemen ... to men with PMS ... to
getting plowed in ... to earning red
wings ... to job interviews ... to Mike Z
and Kevin K. .. to yeast infections ... to
fades from th~)emon tree... to the
ELITE... to our car getting stuck in
the snow ... to Amy's long phone
conversation.. : to the boy and girl who
sat in my chah- MINE!. .. to making
out in the library... to Silence of the
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with it ... to feet that smell like
chicken ... to crappy music reviews .. .
to the waiter that got fired- boo yah! .. .
to Kelly and Brandon-9021 0 ... to
Igor- why do you look like him? ... to
the loser guy who thinks he's big
man ... to kudos- where've they
been? ... to Amy ignoring us with her
scarf... to late night futon-porn ... to
Amy leaving .. to Maria's myriad of
accents ... to Papa smurf's red pants ...
to Hayes sarcasm ... to Alf- scary
alien ... to no snaps ... to Sean's
sketchy sketchers ... to over-hearing
the horizontal mambo ... to Testa for
not moving from couch ... to having
wet feet right now... to the XFL for
being a complete waste of time ... to
livin' la vida broke-a... to having tired
eyes ... to boo-ya-ka and her whole
clan ... to Brian's mysterious illness ...
to every soda bottle in this place
being empty .. . to still' having wet
feet...to T-bone being a TV
JUNKIE ... to the ex-boyfriend that
still loves me ... to being broke ... to
Pushy-Mc-Pusherton ... to
pudding ... to expensive train
tickets ... to being locked out ... to
Valentines Day... to commuting ... to
Mezoui ... to the Thursday network
lineup ... to Weight Watchers ... to 100
Nites to graduation ... to B.C. ... to
Wednesdays ... to not being able to get
up on your bunkbed ... to $450
brakes ... to cell phone bills ... to the
lip ... to the red paint... to vacationing
with Gappy... to being a fat girl..-to
always missing your train ... to QOt
having any money ... to the warm
weather for making the snow
melt...to friends not coming over. .. to
visit anymore ... to having a full
course-load second semester senior
year... to getting fitted for caps and
gowns ... to not being in shape ... to
having ... to be in a bathing suit in 31
davs!. .. to the man bring:ing: me down

Crossword

Look
for

to return
•
tn next
week's
Mirror

ACROSS
1 Location of
Ndjamena
5 "Bam in the "
8 Tool attachment
14 Traditional tales
15 Org. of Flames
16 Thyroid
treatment
17 Resting on
18 Franklin and
Theodore
20 Initial Y's, for
example
22 Building site
23 Inactive
medication
24 Needle case
27 Adolescent
28 Hearing range
32 Stately tree
35 Star of "Edward
Scissorhands"
37 Accustom
38 Dern or Ashley
41 Actor Mineo
42 Dutch painter
43 Pittsburgh
slugger Ralph
44 Excursion
46 Drunkard
47 Methodological
discipline
49 Marx or Malone
52 Links warning
53 French stars
57 A Gabor
60 Acquisition
62 Prix fixe
65 Sicilian peak
66 Playwright
Eugene
67 Avoirdupois unit
68" Cheatin'
Heart"
69 Get cozy
70 Make a choice
71 Tizzy
DOWN
Hold tight
Monopoly piece
Scent
Represent
Removed
clothes
6 Threaten

1
2
3
4
5

~ :j001

Tribune Media S..vica. Inc
Allrlgllta_,..,.

defiantly
Succulent herb
Nogales nap
11 of calendars
Lemon ending
Medicinal
quantity
12 Not fooled by
13 Snug spot
19 Snooze soundly
21 Fork in the road
25 "08 VII" author
26.. It
ROmantic?"
29 Shades
30 Popular cookie
31 Camp abode
32 Wapitis
33 Noncleric
34 Academy Award
winner of 1936
36 Golf score
39 Diver's milieu
40 River in Tuscany
45 "General
Hospital" extra
48 lnfanrs bed

7
8
9
10
11

9

2.110/01

Solutions

50 Director Howard
51 British sailors
54 Give the game
away
55 Boredom
56 Begin
57 Harrow's rival

58 Fan blade
59 Vigoda and
Burrows
61 In
(altogether)
63 Ignited
64 Comer pipe
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Bill Clinton, Meet
Edgar Allan Poe
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[editorial]
It is most likely that life will not get tougher at the beach or the
townhouses in the near future; it's difficult to think what that could
possibly entail. More shocking, however, is the lack of a serious
student outcry over the university's tightened regulations.
Granted, every student on this campus seems a little put off by
the rules blitzkrieg that has engulfed Fairfield University's two
most popular weekend hangouts. In contrast to this apathy, Fairfield University students, specifically those not violating any of
these rules, should ask for a change.
From the cursory explanation of it on your tour, to what your
facilitators says, to your personal reading of its contents, the "pointsystem" for alcohol violations is pretty tough to grasp. Sure, if
you get out of hand, there will be repercussions. What campus
doesn't have a policy like that?
Where Fairfield University differs from many schools, however, is the lack of an incentive to follow those rules. Surely everyone knows a person on this campus whom has been "written
up." Did that change their behavior? Probably not.
What would make more sense are initiatives to make students
want to follow the system. How do both of the lottery systems
(registration and housing) work at Fairfield? They are completely
random. If someone is going to lose his or her housing for accumulating points, would it not make sense to reward those individuals whom do not gamer points with a better lottery number?
The argument is simple: good standing, better housing.
For academia, it makes even more sense. Giving students1l.vithout points a better pick of classes could create an extremely desirable cycle. No points, better housing, better grades. It is deeply
ironic that a university that gives out Merit Scholarships before
matriculation will not reward those students once they become
members of the community.
The townhouse guidelines, the FBRA, the point system, these
are to be expected and to be followed.
This university should reward those who follow the rules. It
will improve the respect for our disciplinary proceedings and remind those who make Fairfield great that they are appreciated.

Mack & IJayes'

By Sean Hayes
ASSISTANT COMMENTARY EDITOR
Once upon a Constitutional theory, Clinton pondered, pardons too eerie,
Over many a controversial file of criminals that bore,
While he prodded, recapping the crimes before, there came a tapping,
As if someone knew what he was mapping, at his Oval office door,
'"Tis some lawyer," Clinton thought, "begging at my office doorbegging for a pardon and nothing more."
Ah, how could he forget, it was the end of January,
And each desperate attempt at a legacy was becoming such a snore,
Eagerly he wished for a different tomorrow, vainly the VP had lost in sorrow,
For his successor was his spawn, his successor the loser Gore.
For the desperate and forgotten successor the right labels sore.
Still, Clinton thought he was blameless forevermore.
Inside his office, amidst the swaying of the silken curtains,
The busts ofFDR and JFK filled Clinton with a terror never felt before;
So that now, as the heart of his presidency slowed, he stood justifying
'"Tis some lawyer begging for entrance at my Oval office door,
Some late lawyer who wants justice to be a sliding door;
'Tis a pardon and nothing more."
Persistently his reasoning grew stronger, hesitating no longer,
"Sir," said Clinton, "please come in if it is my forgiveness you implore;
But the fact is I was recalling, without any need for your bawling,
And so faintly I recalled your giving, money to be used for forgiving,
That I scarce was sure I had to pardon your client anymore."
Deep into this darkness peering, Clinton knew his enemies would be leering,
Soon again he would hear a tapping much louder than before,
Hannity, Noonan, and even Rush, over this pardon Clinton knew they would fuss.
"He is a thief, he's at it again!" Clinton knew they would want to exploreHe knew he would have to explain because so many would deplore
'Tis a pardon and nothing more.
On his desk there was a clutter; the door opened and the papers fluttered,
In there stepped a stately man of the fundraising days of yore.
"Mr. President," said he, "I have a case to discuss with thee."
Clinton sat, nodding, he knew there would be prodding,
The DNC had received many a fin, and so he said, "You've got your pardon Mr. Quinn."
As he left, Clinton sat nodding, watching him go through the door, and muttered:
'_''Tis a pardon and nothing more."
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He knew this would be beguiling, he knew no one would be smiling,
Whitewater, Travelgate, fundraising, Impeachment on his credibility wore.
His enemies were like ravens, swarming over this evasive maven,
But, one more scandal, and maybe he could exit the White House doorPerched upon the pages of history without starting a political war.

,.

crtusin' .Down.

Blind Date

batters Up.
1

Ski slope death

Startled by a legacy broken, by scandals continuously spoken,
"Nonsense," said he, "what they utter I'll pass off as partisan stock and store,
Money has always been our master, and Marc Rich's is no disaster.
The money followed the DNC, the money followed Hillary,
'Til the dirges of forgiveness I'll sing that this pardon bore,
My presidency has ended, scandals nevermore."

slowDown.

Chantilly lace

feel Up.

melting snow Down the drain (hopefully)
Domino's Cinnastix
Box of chocolates ·

oz

But the ravens, never flitting, will still be sitting, and are sitting,
On the pallid bust of Congress and now inside the Oval Office door.
Yet the Clinton's eyes are still scheming, and Hillary is still dreaming.
Political favors still stream shadows over their newly decorated floors,
And in those shadows lies their souls, with one still reaching for that ultimate score,
Hillary in the Whitehouse? Nevermore .

Eat .'em Up.

scarf' 'em Dowm.
lock Down.
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WHAT IS c;c;IT''?
Your guess is as good as ours

change lives, cities and ways of think- motorized scooters. Others have suging." That is quite the invention.
gested that this new product will be some
COMMENTARY EDITOR
Word about the mystery device spilled type of personal hovercraft or advanced
It has got people theorizing that it when the
transporwill be the greatest thing since sliced news of a
tat i on
bread. It's supposed to revolutionize the book provehicle.
world in which we live. Predictions say posalleaked.
Websites
it will provide an alternative to dirty and The rumors
a n d
expensive living. Speculations say that that
IT
polls are
it will even make the inventor richer than would be
p 1a s multibillionaire Bill Gates. So, what in greater than
tered all
the world is IT?
the Internet
over the
This mysterious high tech invention and the perInternet
has had people guessing for two weeks sonal comwhere
now and has sent the media into an all puter has
people
can post
out frenzy. The new product has been perked the
code-named "Ginger" and "IT," yet little publics interand chat
about
has been released what IT exactly is.
est without a
The physicist and inventor respon- doubt. What
t h e i r
··still nothing on 'Cinger, •
sible for all the hype is Dean Kamen, p e r s o n
theories.
but \IVe dug up a boatload
"IT"
who holds over 100 U.S. patents already, doesn't like a
on the millionaire and his
wife. ••
including a turbocharged wheelchair good myshas been
guessed
that goes up stairs and over rocky ter- tery?
rain. The unknow~ product is antici- :
Clues from patent applications sub- to stand for Inel.ligent Transportation and
pated to "sweep over the world and mitted by Kamen include drawings of others have presuQ1ed "Ginger" refers to
By Amy Womack

For all of you going 'Stag'

~n

a character in Chicken Run that can fly.
Some assembly is required, but it's
guessed that will only take ten minutes
or less.
I am skeptical of all this, however.
Sounds to me like this Kamen guy is not
only smart when it comes to science, but
suckering the American people as well.
All the hype has got consumers right
where he wants them, on the edge of their
seat in anticipation. IT won't even debut
on the market for months-maybe even a
year.
So until then, people will continue to
put their thinking caps on and brainstorm
about hovercrafts from The Jetsons and
motorized scooters. Is this just another
product that will fade out with time like
Furby's or the Razor scooter? Some
people argue with this, but won't they
feel pretty silly if all the hype has been
about an "Intelligent Toaster" that can
be bought on late night infommercials
for. three easy payments of $19.95?

Valentine's Day

hundred of them around. Well, maybe does exist, but his little naked butt is not
like a couple dozen. But hey- all the flying over us here at FU.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
There is a little bit of cupid in all of
same .. They're the guys who start a
Valentine's Day- a sobering refriendly conversation before class starts. us. He peeps out sometimes when we
minder that not of all us have found
The guy who we call when we need the get a little more confidence after we've
someone. While walking from the Mail
work for a class. Even if we don't know had a few at a weekend party. When we
Trailer many of us will walk with our
them that well, we kno·w that they'll be are able to get the courage (alcohol-inheads down avoiding eye contact with
friendly, enthusiastic, and ever-helpful. duced or otherwise) to talk to that perthose girls holding the various array of
For you guys out there who feel a son of the opposite sex (or of the same
flowers. You pretend not to hear your
little bitterness of the heart on the 14th, sex if that's your thing) who you thought
roommate as she reads you the "sweeta girl is out there for you, too. But, sorry was cute for all of last semester. On
est letter ever!" Maybe a few of us
to disappoint you- she's not a walking Valentine's Day though, lets get our
lonely souls will get a little card from
Barbie Doll. She often shows up to class - cupids primed and ready to break loose.
their Grandmother, making us feel that
in sweats because she just came from Let's try to do this even without the help
much more pitiful amid dropping us
crew practice, or because she rolled out of extra beverages, too!
So while most of us will go about Feb
deeper into a lonely chasm.
of bed tired after a night of comforting
Chin up, my friends- there is a guy
her broken-hearted roommate. She 14th keeping our heads down, refusing
out there for each and every one of you
doesn't always sit with the same dicky to acknowledge the existence of such a
girls. He is what we girls generally clasgroup of beautiful friends. She actu- wretched holiday, I encourage all of you
sify as a "nice guy." You know- he's
ally goes to the events on campus be- to look up; say hello to the person holdthe cutie who can actually talk to you
cause she figures "why not?" While ing the door for you. Sit with that someabout something other than the WWF.
many of you boys think she's too busy one you "sort of know" at the cafeteria.
He can hold a conversation, but more
to have time for you, she's just waiting When you call that "nice guy" from your
importantly he can hold your eye confor the phone to ring and hear some cutie class for homework, ask him what he's
tact. He's that guy who sits next to you
doing this weekend.
on the other side.
Valentines Day does not only apply
Decades ago Little
Virginia Wolf wrote to to those who are geared-up to receive
the Chicago Sun asking if gifts from their significant other. It's a
I What do you think will be the biggest change to I
there really was a Santa, twenty-four hour period, for all of us who
I
Fairfield next year?
I
if he truly existed despite find severe depression amidst the hearts
L-----------------------~
all that she had heard oth- and chocolates, to take a little chance and
::- The New Look
erwise. So for all the to try to·build a new bridge. Yes, there
Virginias wondering if will be chocolate, kisses and roses abim::· Number of students partying at the beach
Valentine truly exists, if dant throughout the day. For those of us
::- Alcohol policies on can1pus
there really is a Cupid out who won't be receiving anything special
::- Fairfield's reputation
there with a bow and ar- from a significant-other, j4st remember
that you are not alone that's cool too.
::- On catnpus living situation
row
ready" and willing to Don't let the day pass though with out
make two ordinary people saying hi to that guy or girl you've been
into a loving couple- he meaning to get to know, because you
never know what could happen ...
By Gwen Nolan

in your macro class; the guy who sat behind you in philosophy. Maybe you've
noticed him crossing the cafeteria with
his tray. Maybe he goes to breakfast alone
sometimes in a fmal effort to finish his
homework before class.
Maybe you've seen him up at the
town- houses- he's the one who pumps
the keg for what seems like hours and
talks to every single person who comes
up for a refill. He remembers almost
everyone's name who he has ever met.
He says hi to you in passing, even though
you know that he doesn't remember your
name. When he walks into a building he
always
looks behind him to see if he can hold
the door for someone; and no matter how
far away the next person is from the door
he always holds it open with a patient
smile.
I know what you're thinking .... "does
this guy really exist here at our very own
Fairfield University?" Yes, my friends.
He does exist. There at least a couple

r-----------------------,
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.what do you think of Valentine's
Day... romantic, corny or evil?

"It~s

romantic because I
can spend quality time
with my boyfriend. "
Jill Davido '04

"Valentine~s

Day is ·romantic if you have someone to spend it with. "

"We think it~s corny, but
we celebrate it anyway. "
Irene Doran '03 &
Dave Dinatali '03

Mike Giovanni '03

"It"'s romantic because
I get nice presents!'"'
Gina Franceschini '03

)

"It"'s an evil day because
it just sets you up for
disappointment. "

"Romantic. It~s a formal
day to show the person
you love just how much
you love them. ~_,
Nora Aboody '03

Jocelyn Knight '04

"I think it"'s kind ofa
girly holiday. It"'s easy
for guys to get things for
girls, but harder for girls
to get things for guys. "
Mike Marino '03

"Romantic because it"'s
all about love!'~
"

"Pure evil because it was
invented by evil women.
It~s all about propaganda. "
Steve Green '02

Andres Centeno '01
I

r-------------------------7---------------------,
I

Do you have a question you want· to ask the student body?
Email us at www .fairfieldmirror.com or call Amy or Sean at x6600

I

L-------------------------------------------~---~
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Senators Speak Out
By C.F. Zietz

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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By Nick Tuffarelli

Who are better drivers, men or
women? Do I really have to keep going or does a debate about this really
exist? But to satisfy all you female
doubters out there, I'll continue.
Whenever you see a student
driver out on the road, what gender are
they usually? Correct! They are almost always women. And whom do
you see in the passenger seat directing them? Always men!
Have you ever stayed home with
your dad on a Saturday afternoon,
while your mother went shopping and
have the phone ring a few moments
before she is supposed to arrive home?
Usually it's your mother, teary-eyed,
calling to inform your father that she
was just in an accident, asking him
"what should I do?" How many times
have you heard your father call and
tell your mother that? Also, what kind
of question is "what should I do?"
"What should you do?" You should
call a tow truck and hope that it was
not your fault. You better not be calling me to come get you ... I'm not going out in the rain!
There are two other things you
never see. One is a female car thief
and the other is a female in a car chase.
Can you imagine a girl trying to steal
a car? She would probably hit a tree
while pulling out of the driveway.
Abu, how about those great car chase
scenes you see on 'America's Craziest Police Videos?' How often is a female driving the get-away car? Never!
Why, you might ask? Because the
chase would never even amount to
more than a single police car. She'll
either hit a fire hydrant or start crying
as soon as she hears the sirens.
Also, how many women racecar
drivers are there? Very, very few. Remember the movie 'Days of Thunder?'
A real-life married (and now divorcing) couple shared the leading roles,
Tom Cruise and Nicole Kidman .
Which one was the racecar driver and
which one had a thing for the racecar
driver? Cruise was a great driver and
a mack with the ladies. What more
can one ask for?
Finally, how often do you see the
woman police partner driving the
squad car? And on the day that she is
scheduled to drive, that's the same day
that the male partner puts in for foot
patrol! *oNe

SHE

Said

••
••
••
••
••

•
•
••
By Jennifer Amenta
•
1 thmk the chances of getting an un- •

biased response to this question is quite:
slim. Male respondents will complain •
about that woman they saw driving and:
putting on mascara at the same time, •
(Come on, who can actually do that?).:
Or they might coll;lplain about that time •
they mistakenly allowed their girlfriend:
to drive only to suffer through "oops" •
or "Did you see that guy?" the entire:
time.
•
Automatically I myself think of that:
guy doing 95 in his Jaguar talking on•
his cell while weaving in and out of:
traffic causing near misses for the cars •
left in his wake. I need only remember:
childhood road trips. Dad refusing to •
stop for directions no matter how lost:
we were in order to "make good time" •
while Mom sat in the front seat snick-:
ering at him. Ah the memories.
•
As for me I've been cut off, almost:
run off the road, sworn and screamed •
at by drivers of both sexes -but I'm an:
exceptional driver of course. However, •
it seems to me that in general, women •
have gotten a bad rap when it comes to •
driving, much more so than men. Men:
are just as likely to be bad drivers as •
women- admit it you've seen them on • ·
the road.
•
So then the question becomes why •
is it assumed that men are the ones with:
the better driving skills? Why do •
women relinquish the driving privi-:
leges? Why is driving an automatically •
male event that women only take part •
in out of necessity - and not very well•
at that? Who started this nasty and in-:
sidious campaign against women driv- •
ers??? These questions got me think-:
ing, and I consulted Mom. She said, •
"Your father makes me nervous when.
I'm driving, or when he's driving for•
that matter, I'd rather just humor himyou've seen his driving." Arid I think
that sums it up, just allow them to believe they are superior drivers, it makes
them feel better and they're going to
anyway.
The problem is that deep down we
all think we're really good drivers,
don't we? The fact that everyone else
is beeping at me says nothing about my
skill - it's all about those others, the
"crazy bad drivers." The debate and the
stereotypes will continue I'm sure.
Anyway, we're not the bad drivers
everyo.ne knows it's the elderly people,
right?

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•

•

•

•

A significant problem was the embarrassing attendance that the senate
showed with what was to be one of the
most significant meetings of the year this
past Sunday night.
With John Metsopoulos scheduled,
the table was set for a serious rand far
reaching discussion. Metsopoulos has
expressed an interest in talking with the
students of Fairfield University, and this
meeting was the perfect opportunity to
demonstrate to the First Selectman that
the student body was interested in the
ongoing conflict with the Fairfield Beach
residents.
The roll-call told a different story, as
only nineteen of the thirty-two senators
were present To put this into academic
perspective, numerically, that is a failing grade. That's difficult to explain
away.
Sure, an absence or two can be expected, but thirteen is too many for any
meeting, let alone a meeting that was to
address -the complex issues of the student-resident conflict recently at the
beach.
Fortunately, the Senate should have
another chance with Metsopoulos, and
perhaps with the aid of this article the
attendance figures will rise. These were
my observations, but there is more to the
story.
One of the senators I spoke with informed me that another issue of concern
was "that the senate was supposed to
meet at 6:30 toni~ht and (this senator)
was the third person at the meeting at
6:25."
Senators arrived throughout the next
half hour before the meeting. However
any preparations for the actual discus-

sion with Metsopoulos would not be possible given the late arrival of so many
of the senators. To cover my initial story
I saw to it that I was in attendance by
6:50, and I arrived before a significant
number of the actual senators.
One other significant issue that the
senate addressed and approved was the
allocation of $27,000 to help cover the
$60,000 in expenses that this year's bid
for a spring concert would cost. The bid
will be for musician Ben Harper-- a 30something acoustic folk rocker -- and is
tentatively set for April 28th. Sounds rea·sonable .
But to some, this was a major point
of frustration, "The organization and effort wasn't there, in my opinion ... (the
senate) only discussed (it) once or twice .
You would think we'd discuss it more
often," responded one senator to the sizeable financial commitment that this concert includes. When the issue of
the spring concert was discussed, talk
centered around the Allman Brothers
Band, Wallflowers and Everlast, or Third
Eye Blind.
To the recollections of those that I
have spoken to, Ben Harper had not been
· mentioned in any prior senate meeting.
This is probably just an example of oversight, but it seems to contradict one of
the principles of the FUSA Senate: to
"communicate with all members of
FUSA."
These concerns are the reasons why
some members of the senate have chosen to speak out. "I really want to improve it," one said. FUSA and the Senate have done remarkable things this
year; outlining a new Constitution, encouraging activities around campus, and
the concert this spring appears to be close
to a reality. However, there is always
room for improvement.
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Manchester,
England
natzve
David Gray
invades
American
azrwaves
with
zmpresszve
fourth
recO:Yding,
and first for
•

•

ATO
Records
By Jordan Costa
STAFF WRITER
Cross Thorn Yorke with Tom
Petty, add a handful of "Ziggy
Stardust" era David Bowie and top it
off with a touch minimalist electronica
and you are on the road to discovering
David Gray.
"White Ladder," his fourth full
length recording and first for ATO
records, is a refreshing alternative to
regular programming on MTV and
mainstream rock and pop radio alike,
all of which have the album's first domestic single "Babylon" in regular rotation.
Combined with positive press and
outstanding live exposure on the PBS
series "Austin City Limits" and NBC's
"Saturday Night Live," Gray is quickly
achieving success in America. Beyond
the Manchester native's accolades and
airplay, however, lies an outstanding
offering of songs.
While Americans teeny-bopped
their heads to Jennifer Lopez and 'N
SYNC, David Gray was winning over
Europe. His 1993 debut "A Century
Ends" on Virgin Records' European label Hut established Gray as a dynamic
singer-songwriter with an endearing

style of emotional storytelling.
When lack of record label publicity sunk his sophomore effort "Flesh,"
Gray jumped ship to EMI records. He
released the edgier "Sell Sell Sell" in
1996, which helped gain a strong following in Ireland.
A relentless touring schedule in
promotion of his first EMI release both
increased his popularity and gained
him a reputation as a formidable live
draw. Such success was only a prelude
to the reaction that would accompany
the release of Gray's fourth recording
over two years later.
·
Gray was approached in 1998 to
write music for Kathy Burke's film,
"This Year's Love." He had been absent from the recording studio since
1996 and decided to take a new approach to recording the five new compositions he had penned for the film's
soundtrack.
With little more than an acoustic
guitar and a computer, Gray began collaborating and recording material in his
London apartment with drummer
Clune and bassist Simon Edwards.
The se&sions were informal and relaxed; Gray remarks on his website
that a close listening to the recording
will reveal the sound of cars and trucks
because the windows in the apartment

were often left open during recording.
Work on the film soundtrack soon
escalated into a full album, and by the
end of the summer "White Ladder"
was in its final mixdown. Gray released it as the first offering from his
own independent record label IHT, and
the reaction was immediate.
Much to the credit of another hectic touring schedule and the success of
its first European single, "Please Forgive Me," the recording was soon six
times platinum in Ireland and massively successful in the UK as well.
Gray's fourth effort also caught
the attention of Dave Matthews, who
made it the first release in America
from his ow11 new RCA records satellite, ATO. To prepare the country for
its release, Matthews invited Gray to
open for many of the dates on his 2000
Summer tour. By the time the album
was released in America, David Gray
was quickly becoming a household
name.
Success in this case was well deserved. As a collection of songs,
"White Ladder" has at least five tracks
that have strong enough hooks to be
released as singles. The production is
extremely·· organic; Gray's Martin
acoustic guitar sounds as if he is right
in the room with you, and his voice is

perfectly blended with Clune's subtle
harmonies.
"Please Forgive Me" and "We're
Not Right" feature new wave baselines
and sampled drum loops, among other
digital alterations to an otherwise
simple sound. "Say Hello Wave
Goodbye" and the album's standout
"My Oh My" demonstrate that Gray's
song writing and performance can
stand on their own.
Lyrically, Gray is deliberate and
honest, occasionally brutal yet never
superficiaL In "Sail Away," he sings
of "talking drunken gibberish" and
"punching at the bars" in the very same
song he implores the listener "Little
darling if you hear me now I Never
needed you so bad"; yet manages not
to sound cliched in either case.
In "This Years Love" his lyrics are
existential and surreal, very reminiscent of Gray's own songwriting icon,
Bob Dylan. Behind "White Ladder's"
occasional gloss, Gray's lyrics prove
that there indeed is substance.
Many jaded listeners will be quick
to dismiss Gray for his connection to
Dave Matthews. Not initially moved
by the first US single "Babylon,"

See "GRAY" on p. 16
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Movie falls flat on its 'Heels'
Potter's model
roommates do not
satirize modeling or
the people within the
business, but rather
act like stereotypical
morons. Instead of
characters, they are
the people you imagine they are when
you see a magazine.
Calling this film
formulaic would
even be 3: bit too
easy. This movie
drips with formula.
Our heroine is yet
another attractive individual who simply
just ·can't find a decent _guy to go out
with.
Freddie is the
perfect match who is
luckily single. Both make themselves
look like idiots upon first meeting, but
guess what, they fall in love. Shocking.
As if the
predictable
love story
w a s n ' t
enough, anyone seeing
this will see
by Sean Hayes
b at h r o o m
humor only
Kids.
topped by "Dumb and Dumber," jokes
Even the scenes or ideas that might about old people making out, cross
have yielded good laughs are brought dressing janitors, and a blind girl conto such a low level of intelligence that stantly falling over. Even the most init's embarrassing to watch, let alone find telligent nod in the movie, a Great Dane
humorous.
that is named Hamlet, is carefully ex-

"Head Over Heels" is the kind of
teenage crap-fest that people green light
without a good script, good actors, or
even a good idea at heart.
The film's support comes mainly
from the TRL watching, Seventeen reading masses that do not care about quality; they just care about how much
screen time the star (in this case Freddie
Prinze Jr.) logs in.
The plot of the movie involves
Amanda Potter, her wacky (and slutty)
new model roommates, Freddie as a
fashion executive, a murder, Russian
diamond smugglers, and Renaissance art
restoration.
It's amazing how many bad plot
devices can be crammed into an hour
and a half of film. Trying to explain anymore of the plot here wouldn't violate
any twists or turns, because they are just
too confusing to understand.
Does a teenage update on "North
By Northwest" and "Rear Window"
sound like a good idea to you? If so,
then this movie might be for you, but
then again, so might Highlights For

Filming Through the

HAYES

Freddie makes his move on Monica. Go Freddie!

plained to the elementary target audience.
Does any of this matter though?
Probably not. Movies like this will continue to be made as long as they make
money.
To further prove the point that it
doesn't matter about the quality just as
long as teenage girls have something to
look at, I submit this post to Entertainment Weekly's website on viewer reaction to the movie. This is from "Becky
and Shay": "Oh my gosh! Freddie is so
hot! This movie was so freaking hilarious!!!! Everyon~ needs to see this movie!
It's the best! We Love Freddie!!!!!"
Well, if that sold you on the movie,
why are you reading this?

·-...,Facts
Movie: Head
Over HeelsStarring:
Freddie Prinze Jr.,
Monica Potter,
Shalom Harlow
Director:
MarkS. Waters

One-woman show wows Broadway again
Tomlin stars in ''The Search for Signs ofIntelligent Life in the Universe"
in love with a newly sensitive man, to
being an ambitious career woman with
husband and kids, and learning that
maybe you really can't do it alL
These diverse and seemingly unrelated characters come and go throughout, but by the end they have all come
together in a completely logical light.
I originally saw this show performed, not with Tomlin, but with different actors playing each character. It
is certainly a good play that can stand
on its own, but only a talent as giant as
Tomlin could bring it so totally to life _
Tomlin is a Tony winner; a Grammy
winner, for her comedy album; a
.Peabody winner; a six time Emmy winner; and an Oscar nominee for Robert
Altman's "Nashville."
Her career goes back to the characters she made famous on the television
show "Laugh In," ·like the precocious
six-year-old Edith Ann and Ernestine,
the phone company lady_ Later television roles included "Murphy Brown,'~
"X-Files" and "The Magic School Bus."
Her film work includes "9 to 5," ''The
Incredible Shrinking Woman," "Big
Business" and "Flirting with Disaster."

By ~ate Mullaney
ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR
At the end of this show when the
audience rises in unanimous applause,
- it is not so much for the written material, which is quite good, as much as it is
for the awe inspiring performance of
comedic legend Lily Tomlin.
This one-woman Tony Award winning show was originally performed in
1985, and certainly has its date stamped
all over it. However, the original sentiments, its search for meaning and reason in the madness, still ring true today.
Tomlin moves seamlessly from
character to character, often playing several people in conversation together with
complete ease.
_
Written and directed by Jane
Wagner, the characters Tomlin plays
range from Trudy the space traveling bag
~ady, to a punk rock teenager, to her
grandparents, to a couple of prostitutes.
Each come to life so vividly with just
her posture and voice.
The second act of the play deals
with Lyn, a woman struggling to do it
all, from fighting for the ERA to falling

Tomlin searches for signs of intelligence at the Booth Theatre.
222 W. 45th Street (212) 239-6200 Until Feb. 25th.
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Vitamin C is good for you, but who the present beautifully.
In addition, upcoming second single
knew that you could get it in a musical
"As Long As .You're Loving Me" is a
dose?
With her sophomore album "More," great example of a ballad by Vitamin C,
Vitamin C proves that she has what it singing about how she'll be able to actakes to keep going. The album contin- complish anything as long as she's loved
ues with her positive outlook style,
while being original and creative
with the music.
The entire album feels like it
all goes together,
another rarity in music nowadays. De- by her guy.
Vitamin C, also known as Colleen
spite that, the music has different influences and feels which .gives each song Fitzpatrick, got her start acting in movies such as "Naked Gun 2 1/2" and peran original look.
The CD is· a straight ahead pop al- forming with tqe band Eve's Plum.
bum with some R&B and metal slightly However, after a bit of time she left the
sprinkled in. Most of the album is mid- band and went solo, taking on persona
tempo music, although there are a couple Vitamin C in the process.
Vitamin C's philosophy is supposed
of ballads in the album.
There are quite a few great tracks to be one of positivity, spreading sunon this album, but certain songs shine shine on a gloomy day, and to date her
music continues to provide this. Her deeven more than the rest.
but self-titled alThe
first
bum provided
single "The Itch" is
such hits as
a catchy number
"Smile "
and
about needing to
"Graduation
be with someone
(Friends Foragain. The song
ever)."
has a great hook
Now she's
and a positive feel
Vitamin
to it, -which is repback with a
CD: More
strong sophoresentative of the
more set and
rest of the CD.
Elektra
while she's still
0 t h e r
fighting her upstandouts include a
cool remake of the classic song "I Know hill battle to full stardom, this album is
What Boys Like." The song is a rare another step in the right direction for an
example of a remake that actually sounds artist whose uplifting attitude is a wela whole lot better and cooler than the come change in the music scene today.
original song and brings the song into

cData

Artist:

C

Label:

Mix CD highlights
great dance music
By Susan Keane
ASST. CAMPUS LIFE EDITOR
Deep in the heart of the New
York City dance club scene is a club
called Twilo with a wildly booming sound system, and only the best
disc jockey's spinning on the tables.
The CD "Twilo Volume I; Junior Vasquez" provides listeners with
a glimpse of the raging music blaring through the speakers on a typical late night and early morning at
Club Twilo.
The double disc album features
deejay Junior Vasquez, a world renown DJ who began mixing in the
underground, but quickly found
fame above ground in clubs like
New York's old Sound Factory,
Tunnel; Palladium, and of course,
Twilo.
Since then, he has been asked
to remix songs for some of the biggest names in the music industry
like Elton John, U2 and Madonna.
In addition to remixing, Vasquez
even produced an album for singer
John Mellencamp.
The CD differs from other
deejays' discs because he does not

Gray climbs the
'White Ladder' ·

remix songs that are likely to be
found on the weekly countdowns;
instead he remixes songs that are
new and fresh, or unlikely to be
heard on any other stage.
My personal favorite track on
the album is the first song on the
second disc, a remix of Shannon's
song "Let the Music Play." It is a
progressive remix of the old song
that makes you want to go back and
listen to other older songs.
One of the best qualities about .
the album is that each song flows
into the next. That.makes this disc
an idea party CD because the beats
are good, and you don't have to
keep switching the CDs in the stereo.
It is hard for me to distinguish
the difference between one deejay
and the next, and that is how I felt
when listening to this album. What
is distinct is the energy and the pulsating beats that come _from each
song.
The CD is definitely great for
a party, but I would not recommend
putting this CD on while you are
trying to finish your 10 page term
paper.

Continued from p. 14

which is arguably one of
the weaker offerings on
the album, I was not
quick to praise Gray's talent.
However, "White
Ladder" is an album of
equal caliber to the best
of the recent British masterpieces from the Verve,
Radiohead and Stone
Roses. With a high profile American tour SGhedule to begin in early
March, and the upcoming
US release of the album's
second single "Please
Forgive Me," David Gray
is clearly going to be
around for awhile.
In fact, if popular
musicians are indeed
judged by the quality of
their work, David Gray isgoing to be around for a
long while.

Gray is thinking about his new album.
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Where do priorities lie?
Continued from p. 1
The team made the trip, which was
contracted before the academic calendar
was finalized, to play the University of
Miami, a non-conference opponent. The
game, which Fairfield won 67-55, took
place on December 22, on the last day
of final exams. In addition to this
season's trip, the team also played in an
invitational tournament in Hawaii two
years ago during finals.
Both games were in violation of the
athletic department's own guidelines
concerning scheduling. The 2000-2001
Fairfield Student Athlete Handbook
states, in bold letters, "No required practices or games are permitted during the
official University examination periods
including reading days."
Asked how this occurred, Diane
Nolan, the coach of the women's basketball team, conceded that she made a
mistake. "We normally do not travel
during finals. When we scheduled the
game, we did not realize that it fell on
the last day of finals. We were already
under contract by the time the issue carne
up."
Nolan emphasized the importance of
games like the one against Miami, saying, "We like to get one game in when
finals are over because there is a long
stretch during exams when we cannot
practice or play games. Miami is also a
big non~conference opponent, so the
game was very important for us."
The repeated violations by women's
basketball and other sports prompted the
faculty this fall to crack down on games
during finals. The faculty's Academic

,

making the recommended changes in the
Journal of Record. Of course, it is the
Council's right to propose and recommend changes to the Journal of Record,
as it is the administration's right to approve thes~ changes. We have to agree
for the changes to take effect."
Grossman added that "any
disruption of exams should be
extremely rare. [But] I think
more can be done without
passing formal changes to the
Journal of Record."
The Council is expected to
ask the Faculty Athletic Committee to take a fresh look at
the issue, as Grossman suggested.
Other faculty members said
. that they have mixed feelings
concerning the relationship between athletics and academics.
Lisa Newton, a professor of
applied ethics said that "the
question is, do you force the
student to choose between
missing a match and missing
the exam? There could be
dreadful penalties for the stu,··.
,., ..... .
Final exams fall in the middle of men's basketball season, making them
dent in either case."
another team affected by the recent decisions of the faculty's academic council.
She added, "We should not
be creating absolutes- 'you will
of this institution lie?" asked Vin Grossman stated in an e-mail interview,
Rosivach, a professor of classical stud- "I thought that the Academic Council take this exam when I say so because I
ies, who originally proposed the crack- should have asked the athletic commit- say so' -without necessity. We have to
down on games during finals. "We're tee to work on this issue with (Athletic have a policy that says professors must
not training people to be professional l_)irector) Gene Doris and get a more for- excuse students in case of conflict beathletes. Somebody has to protect the mal report back from that committee-that cause some professors really dislike athstudent athletes from their sports. The the council did not have input from Ath- letics and would love to put pressure on
coaches aren't. The president isn't. Who letics as to the issues involved before the athletics program by threatening academic penalties for the student. I don't
think they should have that option."
Paul Lakeland, a religious studies
professor, was more critical of collegiate
athletics, saying, "The problem of college athletics is a national problem, not
just a Fairfield problem. Attention to
college athletics nationally is totally disproportionate, and does nothing for academic life."
"It seems to me that athletics naturally drives towards excellence, if only
for the sake of the coach's resume, and
that therefore there will always be tension," Lakeland said, "But athletics, like
for
students
academics, is supposed to obey its own
rules."
Dina Franceschi, a member of the
Faculty Athletic Committee and an economics professor, sees an opportunity for
compromise between athletics and academics. She stated, "Finals week should
be honored, without competing interests,
for
the students' sake. The athletic deon March 21, 200L
partment should take this issue more seriously and be held accountable. The
violations of this code in the past are
unacceptable."
to sign up for this unique opportunity.
"However, I do see where Orin is
corning from. The idea of putting the
student in the middle of the debate and
forcing them to choose whether or not
to play in a key playoff game or take a
final is too much. I would rather work
to finding another solution to this problem," she said.
George Lang, the Executive Secretary of the Academic Council, said that
Fairfield has "increased its athletic pro=The Company
file in recent years, but the program is
experiencing some growing pains. As a
primarily academic institution, we're in
the process of working out a balance
between athletics and academics."

Council unanimously approved a motion
that would give professors the option of
refusing to exempt players from finals
when they have a game on the same day.
The University Curriculum Committee
also backed the plan.
"Where do the screwed up priorities

is?"

Despite strong faculty sentiment,
Academic Vice President Orin
Grossman sent a letter to the Academic
Council on Dec. 15, vetoing the changes
approved by the council.
Asked :vhy he vetoed the changes,
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STUDENTS WANTED!

New York Life Insurance Co·mpany
is looking high caliber
from
the Class of 2001 for our College Graduate
Fast Track Program.
We'll be interviewing on campus

Please stop by your career services office
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·Chalk Talk

Continued from p. 20
STRUMPF: Come out and play like we did today [Sunday vs. Iona], and prove that
we're the team, we know we are.
MP: Is there any added pressure on you, being named pre-season MAAC
player of the year?
STRUMPF: I don't pride myself on personal awards. If the team doesn't win, the
personal achievements don't mean anything.

MP: What does it mean to you to be part of the 1,000 point and rebound club?
STRUMPF: Awesome; it was always a goal of mine. I did it in high school, and
wanted to do the same on the college level as well. I'm honored to be among such
elite people.

MP: Discuss the role of Ayanna Brown; has she taken some of the load off
you?
STRUMPF: Definitely; she has had an immediate impact on the team. I wish I was
as good as her when I was a freshman.

MP: What are your thoughts on the men's team? With the recent problems
they have been facing.
STRUMPF: With last year's graduates, they've lost a lot of leadership. I think
Coach O'Toole is doing an excellent job. I wish them the best of luck.

MP: What are your plans following graduation?
STRUMPF: I'm not sure yet, but I hope to continue my basketball career.

MP: Any predictions for the rest of the season?
STRUMPF: We will definitely beat St. Peter's when they come here, definitely. I
wouldn't mind a two-seed in the MAA9= Tournament, history shows that most former
champions were the two-seed. We will win the MAAC's. And I think this team is
definitely capable of winning at least one game in the NCAA Tournament.
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a three-pointer, and the Stags also made
10 free throws in the last minute of play
to earn a 91-85 win.
Chris Rivers was outstanding for
The Fairfield University men's
basketball team endured another roller- Fairfield, with 29 points and 13 recoaster week, with the heigl;lts of an over- bounds, career highs in both categories.
In his first game back from injury,
time win over Canisius tempered by a
last-minute collapse that resulted in an Galvanoni had a career high 17 points,
and Spann tallied his seventh straight
overtime loss to Marist.
To complicate matters further, double-double, with 21 points and 13
junior guard Jermaine Clark made a stun- boards.
ning prediction after the Stags' 8'1 ,...-----------,~-...,..----~....,,
72 loss to Marist.
According to The Connectic
Post, Clark said, ''I'm going out
a limb and guaranteeing a
ment: We will win the MAAC
nament."
Triumph in the MAAC to
ment would certainly be against
odds, as Fairfield currently sit
eighth in the conference, with a
8 record in the MAAC. The Stag
are 8-13 overall.
Fairfield started the week
to Canisius, buoyed by the
of junior guard Dan Gal vanoni
a rib injury. After a tightly contested first ten minutes, Canisi .
Two days later, Fairfield faced
took control of the game with 14-5 run
midway through the first half. At the Marist at Madison Square Garden. Each
end ofthe half, Fairfield trailed the Griffs team enjoyed ups and downs throughout the game, and Fairfield led the game
by eight points, 38-30.
Four minutes into the second half, late. However, inability to capitalize
Canisius took a 13 point lead, 49-36. from the free throw line and inadequate
With eight minutes left in the half, Fair- defense left the door open for Marist, and
they capitalized.
fi~ld still trailed by 10 points, but went
With 9.5 seconds left in the game,
on a 14-3 run culminating with a Rob
Rick
Smith hit a three-pointer to tie the
Thomson lay-up to give the Stags a onegame.
Fairfield had one last chance to
point lead at 66-65.
win
the
game but failed to score, and the
The Stags and Griffs exchanged
game
went
into overtime. Nick
leads several times in the next few minEppeheimer
scored
on a three-pointer to
utes, before Clark scored on a threeopen
the
overtime
period, and Marist
pointer with 18 seconds left to give Fairnever
looked
back.
The
game ended 83field a one point lead, 73-72. With two
72.
seconds left, Canisius' Brian Dux went
Clark led the team with 22 points,
to the free throw line, but could only
and
Rivers tallied 17. Spann had his
convert on one shot, sending the game
eighth
straight double-double, with 16
into overtime.
After Canisius took a two point lead points and 16 rebounds.
early, Fairfield tied the game on a Sam
Spann lay-up and never looked back.
With 57 seconds left, Dan Galvanoni hit

By Ethan Fry
ASSISANT SPORTS EDITOR
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Deng at hotne
Continued from p. 20
DENG: The difference is, that Fairfield is trying to get up to where UConn is. But
UConn gets better recruits because of the name of their name and because they won
a championship. That's what makes it different.

MT: What about practices? Are our practices structured like theirs at all?
DENG: Practices are pretty similar. They're both two hours a day, and the drills
and things we do are the same. The coaches each have their own systems, and that
makes it different. But we do a lot of running, and lifting weights, a lot of the same
stuff.

MT: What most students have read is that you came to Connecticut after
fleeing turmoil in your native country of Sudan. What was happening there
and how did you wind up in Connecticut of all places?
DENG: We left Sudan and moved to Egypt and then to London. There's a civil
war in Sudan now and it's not safe there anymore. My father had a job with the
government and he went to London and took political asylum. We [Deng family]
followed him and moved there.
I had started playing basketball in Egypt, and we came here [to Connecticut] to see Tomas Moore prep school. I went there, and then I went to UConn for
two and a half years, and now I'm here.

MT: Have you made a lot of friends on the team so far?
DENG: I hang out with everyone on the team. I just got here, but know everyone
already. I hang out with my roommate Sam [Spann] and Robbie [Thompson] and
all of them. They're all really nice guys.
MT: What's it like to have Sam Spann as a roommate? Does he have any
annoying habits like leaving his dirty clothes all over the room or anything?
DENG: I leave my clothes all over the floor too. You know, when you're in college
you just come in and throw them down, like when you come home tired from
practice. Sam is a great guy and I'm lucky to have him as a roommate.

MT: This year Fairfield is having another mediocre season. It seems like
team moral is on the low side and despite all the things they're doing right,
they're still doing a lot of things wrong. You've personally seen what it takes
to win at UConn, so what do you think that this program needs to do to win?
DENG: We're not playing bad basketball. We're playing very good but at the end
we don't finish the game. We need to improve to on that. We have to want to finish
the game. Like yesterday [against Marist at MSG], we were up ten-points, the
game should have been over then. We started taking quick shots and didn't shoot
free throws well. I see the guys in practice and they all shoot free throws well. I
don't know if they were nervous because it was a big game. And obviously the
coach can't do anything about that because we work on foul shots everyday and the
guys do pretty good in practice.
MT: What are you personally going to bring to the court next season that is
going to help raise the level of Fairfield basketball?
DENG: I mean, I pllin to go in and play basketball and try to win. I'm going to do
the things I have to do, try to get in there and block shots, get rebounds and score
some points.
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not so XFL
By Matthew Thompson
EXTREME SPORTS EDITOR
was
•
_
.
manhandled in the Superbowl. Or maybe it was because the lull betw
JUuLui:tll and baseball is so boring that I really have no other <;>ption. It even
been that Vince McMahon and his team of marketing geniuses did exactl
they were supposed to do and put me on the edge of my seat, craving a
tting, smashmouth brand of "extreme football" that the XFL was going to gi
Whatever the reason, last Saturday, which brought the debut of the
League," was a much anticip~ted day for me.
After a long Friday night, I slept late on Saturday, got out of bed at
:00 and then played in a little late-afternoon Beiruit tournament. By the time
:00 kickoff rolled around, the chicken was sizzling on the George Foreman Gril
the Formanator as I like to call it) and I was more than ready for a large help.
"extreme football." What I got, however, didn't quite measure up. I watched
game and although I enjoyed it, the Jerk Sauce on my housemate's grill
hicken was twice as extreme as the XFL was.
They promised me hard hits. I got a couple of good pops, but nothing
't see in any college football game. They promised me no fair catches. I
bunch of would-be tacklers who never even got close to the punt-returner.
ised 'm e football like I'd never seen before. What I got was lackluster fOOLUi:lt ..
hadn't really wanted to see before.
I know I'm being negative and I want to make it clear that I didn't disl'
XFL. I thought the rule changes made for some exciting moments, espec ·
two guys who basically had to
for the ball to determine who
-off. I thought putting microon players, reporters on the
idelines, and cameras in the huddle
the viewer inside an intriguing
of the game we've never been
to see before. And of course, I
ught the cheerleaders were all
blazing.
It wasn't scripted or stupid or overdone and I'll most likely watch next wee
it still fell short of all the hype and all my expectations. Every single time
collided and the announce team yelled, "Oh my god! What a hit!" I was
· g, "Oh my god! That was OK!"
Weather you love the XFL or hate it, there's no denying that the quality
,.vvtoall is a little weak. All the rule changes, new camera angles, and seeming!
Stant shots of cheerieader cleavage are great, but SUCCeSS of the league still
on one thing, quality football. The New York, Las Vegas match-up was a 1
bust, but the other three games were all close ones. San Francisco actually
t's game on a field goal kicked with only a couple ticks left on the clock.
Still, the most exciting part of the weekend was when two players got into
after a play, one tore the other's helmet off and then proceeded to kick it
field.
But despite all the negatives, I'm going to give them a chance. Starting
ional sports league is no small task and judging the league on the openi
~eekend wouldn't be fair. When NBC aired the pilot for Seinfeld, did anyone thin
it would wind up being one of the most popular comedy series ever?
Maybe it's against my better judgment but I'll keep watching. They may
all that extreme, buy, hey, they're pretty entertaining. Besides, you shouldn'
more of a reason for watching then the simple fact that the XFL will
haveN-Sync perform with Aerosmith during a halftime show.

Ladies ·.basketball falls to Siena;
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drops to seCond in the MAAC
By Mike Pignataro
STAFF WRITER
In a battle for first-place in the
MAAC, the women's basketball team
traveled to Siena last Friday night. The
Stags had defeated the Saints by 10
points earlier this year at Alumni Hall.
However, Fairfield didn't match Siena's
intensity level the second time around,
according to seni9r co-captain Gail
Strumpf. The Stags fell behind early in
the game, and were never able to recover,
succumbing to the Saints. 64-58.
Siena got off to a fast start,
grabbin"g·"cfn 18-8 lea'd withirr the first

eight minutes of the game. The Stags
regrouped, however, to forge a 32-32 tie
at the half. In a game littered with 58
turnovers, Fairfield committed 20 costly
giveaways in the second half alone. The
sloppy play by the Stags resulted in a
six-point victory for Siena, and sole possession of first place in the conference.
"I think we need to understand what
it takes, and the intensity and the ability
to make very good plays against very
good teams at the right times," coach
Dianne Nolan said afterwards. "And
we;re not ·doing that the way we need
to."
Holli Tapley led the Stags' scar- ing. ·finishing with 14 points. She also

became Fairfield's all-time leading
three-point shooter with 183 treys.
Strumpf added 12 points and nine rebounds, while Megan Light contributed
11 points and three assists.
In their next game, Fairfield came
out and proved they are the team they
know they are, said Strumpf following
the Stags' 83-55 -pummeling of Ion a on
Sunday.
Fairfield dominated from beginning
to end. With the game knotted at five
early on, the Stags went on a 19-1 run,
and never looked back. After taking a
45-28 advantage at the break, Fairfield
stretched their lead to as many as 31 .in
the second half. In the ·e nd, the Stags

had a 28-point victory, their 17th win of
the season, and regained confidence.
All 11 Stags contributed to the
scoring, led by Tapley's game-high 20
points. Strumpfpoure~ in 17 points and
nine rebounds, while Schrene Isidora
dropped in 16 points. Light added nine
points and eight assists to Fairfield's victory.
Fairfield is now 17-4 overall,
and 10-2 in the MAAC, one and a half
games behind front -running Siena. The
Stags return home on Saturday at 2:00
p.m. when the women play host to the
Red Foxes of Marist.
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ByMike Pignataro
STAFF WRITER

Photo: Sports Info
6-foot-4oonterGail Strmnpt:

Women's basketball's senior center, Gail Strumpf, became the second player in
Fairfieldhistocy to score over 1,700points and pull down more than 1,000 rebonnds
in her collegiate career. Strumpfis among the elite in Lady Stags' history, she ranks
fourth in career scoring, and third inrebonnds. Here are some ofherthoughts on the
season so far, and the expectations that lie ahead:

MP: WhathappenedinthegamesagainstSt.Peter'sandSiena? What were
theyabletodotbatotherteamsweren't?
STRUMPF: They came out very pumped up to play us. We didn't match their
intensity, we came out vecy flat. Our mistakes are what cost us the games.

MP: Doyoulookatitasagood thing? Thatyouhaveto bereadytoplayyour
besteverynight.
STRUMPF: It helps us tremendously. It shows that we have to come out and play
our A game.

MP:Afewweeksagoalltheplayerswereverypositiveandupbeat;Istheteam
anyless confident now?
STRUMPF: We still have the same expectations. Just because we lost a few games
doesn't mean anything. It's who's wearing the rings in the end.

MP: Whatdoyouhavetodotoregainthemomentumyouhad?
See ''Chalk'' on p.18

ByMatthew'lhompson
SPORISEDITOR

Photo: UniversityofConnecticut
6-foot-lOtransferfmward.i\jouDeng.

At the begining ofthe spring semester, Fairfield University joined the men's
basketball team in welcoming transfer student.Ajou Dengto campus. Deng, who
stands at6-foot-10, spent two and a halfyears in the classrooms and on the courts
at the University ofConnecticut before deciding he needed a change. Deng, once
called one ofthe most promising players to be recruited into the UConn basketball
program, will become eligable to play basketball agannextjanuary and will give
the Stags a fr.ont court to be reckoned with next season. Most of the Fairfield
student lxxly knows only what they've read in the Connecticut Post about Deng,
so here are ninequickque:ilions to help yougetaquainted with Fairfield basketball's
newest, and possibly its deadliest weapon.

Mf: WhydidyouleaveUconn?
DENG: Because I wasn't happy there. I didn't like the basketball system. It
wasn't the right place for me.

Mf: UConnisabig-timeprogram, why choose a program. like Fairfield's?
DENG: I mean, it doesn't ma~rwhere you play. I wanted to stay in Connecticut,
close to my family, and that's why I came here. It doesn't matter where you play
because everyone wants to win. They want to win in NACC's here,just like they
doatUConn.

Mf: When peoplethinkofUConn, theythinkofoneofthe top basketball
programs.Nowtbatyou'vebeenaparttheFairfield team for a little bit and
seenhowourprogramworks,canyoucomparethetwoatall?
See "Deng" on p.l~

